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ABSTRACT

A necessary step in conducting offensive cyber operations is developing or acquiring 
an exploit, i.e., a means for taking advantage of a software vulnerability or security 
deficiency. While these can be developed within government agencies, they can also 
be procured from private actors. Studying these private markets present an opportu-
nity to understand offensive cyber operations, especially as markets break from the 
secretive culture of intelligence agencies. This article provides novel evidence of such 
opportunities by collecting data in the form of the prices quoted by an exploit broker 
who claims to sell to governments. We find exploit price inflation of 44% per annum, 
and higher prices for exploits targeting mobile devices relative to desktop devices. Ex-
ploits requiring additional capabilities like physical access to the device are quoted 
at a discount, and no-click remote access vulnerabilities carry a heavy premium. 
The broker does not quote prices for any exploits that specifically target industrial 
control systems or IoT devices. We conclude by discussing how these results inform 
the future of offensive cyber.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of offensive cyber operations (OCO) – “the adversarial manipulation 
of digital services or networks”[1] – creates new considerations in military strategy 
and government policy. The resulting debates consider issues like the nature of 
cyber weapons,[2,3] the possibility of cyber war[4,5] the role of norms of responsible 

behavior [6,7] and, most importantly for this paper, the role of private actors in developing 
and deploying offensive cyber technology.[8,9] Such issues are even spilling over into the 
public sphere as evidenced by Nicole Perlroth's New York Times bestseller[10] arguing that 
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private actors who supply offensive cyber technology 
are facilitating repressive regimes in targeting opposi-
tion politicians and journalists.

To incorporate such actors into national cyber strat-
egy and to ensure responsible behavior,[11] it is import-
ant first to understand the market structures through 
which they operate. We apply the tools of security eco-
nomics[12] to understand the business processes and 
price structure surrounding the supply of offensive 
cyber technology. Doing so provides a rare opportuni-
ty to collect empirical data on offensive cyber opera-
tions, as such private actors break from the secretive 
culture of intelligence agencies. While prior work has 
focused on bug bounty programs[13] and illegal under-
ground forums,[14] we provide a longitudinal analysis 
of a zero-day exploit broker whose customers are “gov-
ernment organizations (mainly from Europe and North 
America).”[15] Our empirical results show that the mean 
exploit price is increasing by $234 per day or 44% per 
annum. Exploits of both Apple operating systems and 
mobile devices have a higher average price in our data-
set. In terms of the application targeted, exploits target-
ing communications (e.g., emails and messengers) have 
the highest average price. Further, we found no evi-
dence that this broker procures exploits of technologies 
specifically targeting industrial control systems. These 
findings may not generalize beyond the idiosyncratic 
broker we study, especially given prices are based on 
the maximum price advertised for each exploit rather 
than actual payouts.

Turning to the question of this CDR Special Edition, 
these insights can inform the future of offensive cyber. 
First, exploit price inflation represents a growing con-
straint on offensive operations. Importantly, this con-
straint binds ex-ante unlike imposing costs via deter-
rence. Increased rewards for exploits in private markets 
function to increase the staffing costs for states main-
taining internal offensive cyber capabilities and may 
motivate export controls and other policy interventions. 
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RELATED WORK
Selling exploits to a broker is but one of many ways 

for an independent security researcher to share infor-
mation. The options available include:[16] privately re-
porting the information to the vendor (possibly in ex-
change for a bug bounty) or to a legitimate third party; 
selling the information on the black market; and shar-
ing the information publicly. Before we turn to econom-
ic incentives, it is worth noting that many researchers 
share information without any financial reward. For ex-
ample, the CERT Coordination Center (CERT/CC) have 
been running coordinated vulnerability disclosure for 
over 30 years without offering any financial reward, 
and have exchanged over 430K emails in the process.
[17] Similar institutions exist outside the US.[18]

Vulnerability Markets

Multiple sales channels exist for researchers seek-
ing monetary compensation. Bug bounty programs, in 
which researchers are rewarded for reporting directly 
to the vendor,[19] sit at the legitimate end of the spec-
trum. Black markets, in which criminals offer financial 
rewards for exploits, sit at the illicit end of the spec-
trum.[20,21,14] Exploit brokers can be considered gray 
markets existing somewhere between bug bounties and 
black markets, with legitimacy varying based on who 
the broker sells to.

These institutions display many properties of tradi-
tional markets. For example, bug bounties display up-
wards sloping supply curves.[22,13] Perhaps more sur-
prisingly, black markets have developed enforcement 
mechanisms that prevent dishonest practices[14] and 
freelancers have declined from 80% to 20% of total par-
ticipants (as of 2014) as criminal organizations form.
[20] In terms of outcomes, empirical works show that 
bug-bounty programs are effective[23,24] and efficient[25,26] 
security interventions. We also see that exploits pro-
cured in black markets are used by threat actors.[27] 
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Although different sales channels exist, the viability and rewards of each channel will vary 
depending on the particular exploit. On the supply side, Luna et al.,[24] find that experienced 
researchers display different work patterns to entry-level researchers. In terms of equilibri-
um price, exploit kits are priced in thousands of dollars,[20] and the average bug bounty on 
the HackerOne platform was just $318,[26] whereas zero-day exploits can be priced in the 
millions.[11] This motivates considering markets for zero-days separately.

Zero-Day Markets

Zero-day exploits take advantage of a security vulnerability that is not known to the soft-
ware vendor or the wider security community. Such exploits are powerful because two im-
portant tools are not available to defenders, namely applying software patches designed to fix 
the underlying vulnerability and scanning for “signatures,” the behavioral patterns and code 
of past exploits. This means zero-day exploits can target more devices and be detected less 
easily than N-day exploits, where N is the number of days since the exploit or vulnerability 
was public. This section does not exhaustively examine the technical or policy aspects of ze-
ro-days but does try to do so for empirical studies of market structure. In terms of technical 
analysis, Stone[28] analyzed the 24 zero-days detected in the wild in 2020, nine of which were 
variants on “previously disclosed vulnerabilities” or incompletely patched. This raises the 
question of how markets deal with zero-day variants. Turning to policy, Fidler[11] outlines the 
national and international policy apparatus surrounding zero-days considering issues like 
export bans that likely impact market participants and structure. 

The nature and ethics of zero-day markets were probed at a 2013 workshop,[29] which doc-
umented how zero-day markets operated largely in the shadows. A year later, Ablon et al.[20] 
assembled a “sparse and inconsistent” table of prices for zero-days and note that whether 
prices are increasing or decreasing is an open question. Table 2 of Meakins’ work[30] provided 
a snapshot of pricing for a limited number of vulnerabilities across four different brokers. 
Interestingly, they show the high-end prices at Western brokers are an order of magnitude 
higher than at the broker operating in Russia. Table 2 does not differentiate between the 
properties of an exploit, such as whether physical access or user interaction is required.[30] 

While the previous papers[20,30] opted for a comparative study of multiple brokers, we pro-
vide an in-depth study of just one broker. This allows us to identify the longitudinal develop-
ment of prices and answer the open question of whether prices are increasing.[20,26] Although 
we have only studied the maximum prices quoted by one broker, which is an imperfect proxy 
of the actual fee paid to researchers. Further, we also collect information about not only the 
systems targeted in an exploit (as in [20,30]), but the capabilities required to use that exploit. 
The next section describes the process by which exploits are sold, as this sheds light on some 
of the open questions.
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RESEARCHER-BROKER RELATIONS
The supply side of zero-day markets consist of a researcher selling an exploit to the broker. 

We describe the process using a mixture of testimonies from researchers,[31,32] the websites of 
brokers[15,33] and research articles[29,34]. The seller contacts the broker, whether through connec-
tions or directly, and shares the exploit's specifications. Important criteria are:

mThe targeted software, OS and architecture.

mThe type of vulnerability (e.g., use-after-free).

mAttack vector (website, document, etc).

mReliability (typically probability of success needs to be > 90%).

mSpeed of exploitation (on the order of seconds).

mDoes the exploit crash running processes?

mIs user interaction required?

mDoes the exploit work with default settings?

mAny other relevant limitations.

The broker responds with a non-binding preliminary offer, usually less than the publicly 
advertised maximum payout, after taking limitations into account. The seller may then submit 
their exploit for evaluation by the broker. It is customary to allow for an assessment period of 
up to two weeks.[31,15] In this time the broker tests the zero-day and compares their result to 
the specifications provided by the seller. Given no contract has been signed before verification, 
the seller generally has to trust the broker not to share the information about the exploit,[35] 

although some brokers sign a contract with the seller before the submission.[31,33]

Whether the contract is signed before or after the validation period, the contract specifies: 
payment terms (warranty), intellectual property rights, exclusivity and support requirements.
[31,32] The payment is usually spread out over the course of a few months to a year. The contract 
is contingent on no patch being developed that purposely (or accidentally) fixes the vulnerabil-
ity underlying the exploit. Depending on the terms of the contract, the seller may be required 
to either to provide a replacement exploit or forfeit all outstanding payments. This also serves 
as an incentive to honor possible exclusivity agreements. Previous research indicates that ex-
ploits are quite likely to survive this period [34] providing they are used responsibly.[31] This 
contractual structure is sometimes referred to as “split the risk.”

Compromising exclusivity, coined “double dipping” by Schwartz,[31] by selling the same exploit 
to multiple parties is risky due to the small size of the market. With estimates of active researchers 
ranging from 400[31] to 1500[35] and a much smaller number of brokers and buyers, the discovery of 
dishonesty becomes quite likely. The seller would thus incur legal troubles and reputational loss.[31] 
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Until 2015, brokers did not publicly advertise prices.[29] Instead, market participants needed 
to navigate informal professional networks, a sign of an immature market. Since then, at least 
two brokers have begun to publicly advertise prices paid to researchers (notably omitting what 
buyers pay).[35,33] Our research studies one of these brokers.

RESEARCH DESIGN
Our goal is to capture the development of 

exploit prices offered by Zerodium. This bro-
ker buys zero-day exploits from freelance 
developers and provides them to govern-
ment agencies.[15] Their website lists prices 
for different exploits, in a graphic designed 
to resemble a periodic table, an example of 
which is depicted in Figure 1. It should be 
noted that the prices listed are the maxi-
mal amount, and actual payouts depend 
on “quality of the submitted exploit (full or 
partial chain, supported versions/systems/
architectures, reliability, bypassed exploit 
mitigations, default vs. non-default compo-
nents, process continuation, etc.).”[15]

Data Collection 

We collected the longitudinal data via the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine[36]. Using 
their CDX API, we determined that the price table has changed only seven times since the pro-
gram's inception in 2015. The Internet Archive samples are published much more frequently 
(243 times since 2015) than new prices, which increases confidence that our sample does not 
miss data.

The tables are available only as images, which we transcribed manually. We extracted each 
tile from the seven price tables. We then combined exploits that have the same name but are 
listed in different tables (i.e., at different times) to see how prices vary over time. Thus, we re-
cover a sample of 205 unique types of exploits. This leads to a sparse and irregular panel data 
set from 2015 until the present, in which the quoted price is the dependent variable.

We further classify the exploits in order to run linear regressions, we chose this functional 
form for interpretability.1 For each advertised price, we calculate the number of days since our 
first observation. 

1 Future work will explore models tailored to our irregular, auto-correlated panel data that contains outliers.

Figure 1: The Figure lists different tiers of prices on the left-most column and a brief  
description of an exploit in each square, for example "Chrome RCE+LPE on Windows OS" 

and a price on the left-hand side is bought for "up to $500,000."
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We then build several dummy vari-
ables.2 We extracted3 explanatory vari-
ables like the vendor and type of prod-
uct (e.g., messenger, browser, etc.), as 
well as the kind of exploit (remote code 
execution, local privilege escalation, 
etc.). These can be seen in Table 1.

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows how exploit prices 

are distributed. The majority of pric-
es are $100k or less, especially in the 
early years of our sample. The most ex-
pensive exploits inflate in price rapidly 
from 2016, growing by 500%. Prices 
cluster around salient values, such 
as the cluster at $500K that emerged 
from 2017 onward. Negotiated prices 
may not display such clustering. 

We then ran a number of regressions to 
understand what explains this variance. Ta-
ble 2 contains a number of log-linear models 
(1 through 7, with column heads at the top 
of the table) with the exploit's dollar price 
as the dependent variable. We opted for 
log-linear over linear models after inspect-
ing QQ plots, but for comparison we include 
the equivalent linear regressions in Table 3 
in the appendix.

Model 1 shows that around 20% of the variance can be explained by temporal fixed effects. 
Models 2-4 isolate the explanatory power of the dummy variables based on targeted OS, target-
ed application, and exploit type respectively. The targeted OS has the least explanatory power 
(Model 2), likely because each OS contains a range of applications with varying levels of inter-
est and security. For example, an exploit of WhatsApp messenger has the same price for both 
the iOS or Android version. The targeted application (Model 3) and type of exploit (Model 4) 

2 A dummy variable is equal to 1 if the property is true, and 0 otherwise. For example, the dummy variable BrowserTrue is equal to 1 if the exploit 
targets a browser application and 0 otherwise.

3 We used the OS labels from the price table, using unspecified when none was provided, which was a minority of cases. To create the other 
categories (vendor, product type and exploit type) we automatically searched the exploit names for certain keywords. For instance, an exploit 
whose name contained any of the keywords "messenger," "signal," "telegram," "whatsapp" or so on was categorized under "Messenger." We 
chose these categories with the intent of grouping similar exploits, to allow for descriptive modelling.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max
price ($ ) 543 183.8k 293,063.8 5k 2.5m
days (since start of sample period) 543 846.4 439.3 0 1,387
osandroid 543 0.14 0.3 0 1
osbsd 543 0.01 543 0 1
osios 543 0.2 0.4 0 1
oslinux 543 0.2 0.4 0 1
osmac 543 0.04 0.2 0 1
osunspecified 543 0.2 0.4 0 1
oswindows 543 0.2 0.4 0 1
oswindows.phone 543 0.01 0.1 0 1
BrowserTrue 543 0.2 0.4 0 1
EmailTrue 543 0.1 0.3 0 1
MessengersTrue 543 0.1 0.3 0 1
Web.ServerTrue 543 0.1 0.3 0 1
antivirusTrue 543 0.02 0.1 0 1
Requires.Local.AccessTrue 543 0.05 0.2 0 1
Local.Privilege.EscalationTrue 543 0.3 0.5 0 1
Mitigation.BypassTrue 543 0.01 0.1 0 1
Remote.Code.ExecutionTrue 543 0.7 0.5 0 1
Full.Chain.with.PersistenceTrue 543 0.03 0.2 0 1
Table 1: Descriptive data. All rows apart from price and days are dummy variables. The mean value 

column describes the proportion of the 543 vulnerabilities for which that property is true. For example,  
14% of the exploits target Android devices and 70% provide remote code execution functionality.

Figure 2: Univariate scatter plot of exploit bounties offered at the different captured  
snapshots. One dot represents one exploit. Violin plots are added to visualize 

the concentration of exploit types around certain price bands. 
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have more explanatory power, with 
individual dummies contributing a 
lot—removing the messenger and 
full-chain-persistence dummies 
lead to 38% and 33% reductions in 
R2 in Model 3 and Model 4 respec-
tively.

Comparing the R2 of Model 5 and 
Models 2-4 shows that the vari-
ables have additional predictive 
power when taken together, and so 
we proceed by analyzing this mod-
el. The coefficients for targeted OS 
in Model 5 suggest that exploits tar-
geting mobile devices (e.g., Android 
and iOS) are more expensive than 
those targeting desktops, which 
can also be seen in Figures 4 and 
5. Figure 3 shows the total boun-
ties available has been consistently 
high for Apple, but Google has re-
cently overtaken Microsoft, likely 
due to the increasing cost and avail-
ability of exploits targeting mobile 
devices. 

Turning to specific products, 
Model 5 shows that MessengerTrue 
(e.g., WhatsApp, iMessage, Signal 
and so on) has the second largest 

effect size, which is particularly striking given Figure 6 shows the broker did not trade such 
exploits when it was launched in 2015. Exploits of web servers (Web.ServerTrue) and anti-virus 
products (antivirusTrue) are comparably cheaper, as seen in Figure 6. 

Turning to properties of the exploit, we find a number of reassuringly obvious results. The 
variable for full-chain-persistence has the largest effect size, which is unsurprising given such 
an exploit can be used to compromise any other application on the device. Conversely, the least 
powerful exploits – those that require local access (e.g., to insert a USB driver) – are compara-
bly cheaper, which can be seen in the regression coefficient Requires.Local.AccessTrue. Figure 
7 shows the average price for each type of exploit over time. 

Model    1 2 3 4 5 6 7    
android    1.740***    0.828***    0.493**    

-0.257 -0.229 -0.167
bsd    0.502 0.095 -0.233

-0.649 -0.52 -0.502
ios    2.063*** 0.991***   0.657***

-0.256 -0.232 -0.169
linux    0.655*    0.388 0.107

-0.259 -0.212 -0.155
mac    0.674*    0.147 -0.15

-0.316 -0.271 -0.234
windows    1.188***    0.783***    0.499**    

-0.255 -0.21 -0.156
windows phone    1.444*    -0.768 -0.937

-0.61 -0.518 -0.521
BrowserTrue    0.249*    0.266*    0.236*    

-0.12 -0.106 -0.108
EmailTrue    0.036 0.124 0.125

-0.14 -0.126 -0.128
MessengersTrue    1.821***    1.180***    1.161***    

-0.137 -0.14 -0.142
Web.ServerTrue    -0.876***    -0.593***    -0.589***    

-0.136 -0.131 -0.134
antivirusTrue    -0.947**    -1.019***    -1.055***    

-0.297 -0.252 -0.255
Requires.Local.AccessTrue    -0.495*    -0.377*    -0.358*    

-0.197 -0.167 -0.17
Local.Privilege.EscalationTrue    1.054***    0.482***    0.542***    

-0.091 -0.095 -0.095
Mitigation.BypassTrue    1.183*    1.074*    1.077*    

-0.563 -0.466 -0.474
Remote.Code.ExecutionTrue    0.633***    0.591***    0.587***    

-0.097 -0.096 -0.097
Full.Chain.with.PersistenceTrue    3.164***    2.758***    2.930***    

-0.25 -0.241 -0.234
days    0.001***    0.001***    

-0.0001 -0.0001
Constant    10.167***    9.931***    10.296***    9.275***    9.384***    10.191***    9.381***    

-0.191 -0.174 -0.164 -0.178 -0.159 -0.111 -0.123
Observations    543 543 543 543 543 543 543
R2    0.203 0.388 0.473 0.487 0.662 0.186 0.647
Adjusted R2    0.194 0.373 0.462 0.477 0.647 0.185 0.635
Note:   *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table 2: Linear regressions with log-transformed price ($) as the dependent variable.  
Time-based fixed effects included for all but Model 6 and 7.
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All the longitudinal figures show that 
exploits generally become more expensive 
over time. This can also be observed in the 
days variable in Model 7 – here we impose 
a linear relationship between the number 
of days since the first set of prices and that 
exploit’s price. The linear model in the gen-
erally appendix (Table 3) shows a mean in-
crease of $234 per day in our observation 
period, which translates into 44% growth 
per annum. Also inspecting the fixed ef-
fects on each time period, we find larger 
effects for the later periods.

DISCUSSION
We first consider what these results tell 

us about wider debates, and then reflect on 
using exploit brokers as a data source.

Interpreting prices 

Interpreting prices is notoriously diffi-
cult.[37] Are prices high because many gov-
ernments target that system (demand driv-
en) or because that product is particularly 
secure (supply driven)? In 2020, the broker 
announced that purchases of iOS exploits 
were temporarily suspended, which was 

justified by the broker receiving multiple exploit submissions.[38] This suggests that bursts 
in the supply of exploits can drive down prices, although we doubt buyers see an equivalent 
reduction in price. We cannot observe whether price fluctuations influence researcher atten-
tion. Ultimately, we can only caution against reading too much into prices and call for a more 
sophisticated economic analysis in future work.

We can, however, make a number of reliable observations. The monetary cost of exploiting 
certain systems is a consideration in itself. For example, exploits of modern messenger applica-
tions can now cost over a million dollars. These costs no doubt drive law enforcement's calls for 
“exceptional access,”[39] whereby technology companies would be required to build-in backdoor 
vulnerabilities that governments can access in response to an incident and/or investigation. 

High exploit prices feed into the challenge of retaining security researchers, who can leave 
and sell their expertise to the highest bidder, this impacts both government agencies and the 

Figure 3: The sum of all exploit bounties for certain vendors, from 2015 until present.

Figure 4: The sum of all exploit bounties by OS, from 2015 until present.

Figure 5: A comparison of total bounties offered for mobile versus  
desktop/server systems (2015 until present).
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vendors of these products.[10] These problems will persist given that the average price of an ex-
ploit increases by $234 per day (see Table 3) or 44% per year. This speaks to the open question 
of whether exploit prices are increasing.[20]

Omissions 

We observed a lack of exploits 
that could conceivably cause phys-
ical damage targeting Industrial 
Control Systems or even IoT devic-
es. This is likely because ICS sys-
tems display a different security 
model from mobile applications, 
not to mention the increased bar-
riers to conducting ICS research. 
The majority (64%) of ICS vulner-

ability advisories had no patch, and instead relied on network segmentation to avoid compro-
mise.[40] Thus, only exploits that provide “access to a control system network”[40] are valuable. 
Similarly, IoT devices are often insecure by default.[41] Exploit markets are unlikely to exist 
where the barrier to compromise is low enough for internal expertise.

An alternative explanation for this omission is that other brokers or criminal groups trade 
in exploits providing such access, or even that this broker trades in them without announcing 
prices. More generally, that Zerodium[15] and Crowd-Fense[33] offer public prices suggests that 
trading in these specific exploits is not deemed to incur prohibitive reputation or legal risk. We 
return to the question of cyber norms in the final section.

Data Sources

Building an empirical picture of offensive cyber operations runs against the interests of 
those conducting such operations. While circumstances can exist under which belligerents 
claim credit for cyber operations,[42] secrecy is the default.[43] The dynamics of offensive cyber 
will outpace time-lagged sources used by traditional intelligence studies like declassified doc-
uments[44,45] or officers retiring and then revealing details.[46] To address this, cyber strategy 
scholars have turned to novel data sources.

The ease of duplicating operational computer code leads to publications by third parties like 
governments,[47] private firms,[48] and academics.[49,50] Each samples in a different way, leading 
to very different pictures of cyber operations. Egloff[47] argues that beyond establishing facts 
(sense-making), state-led attributions also aim to influence public and elite opinion–this sam-
pling bias would lead one to believe cyber operations are primarily conducted by a handful 
of governments against the West.[51,Table V] In contrast, the Citizen Lab's analyses of malware 
campaigns[49,50] suggest journalists are the primary target. Stretching the definition of offensive 

Figure 6: Comparing the average prices of exploits for different product categories, from 2015 until present.
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cyber to include information oper-
ations, empirical sources like Twit-
ter[52,53] and message boards[54] sug-
gest the public is the primary target. 
Thus, the choice of evidence base 
leads to a different characterization of 
offensive cyber operations.

We argue that our data supple-
ments existing data sources. In par-
ticular, relying on analyses of opera-

tional code leads to a reporting bias in that it necessarily ignores undetected operations. An 
additional strength of our data is that markets are updated in real time, whereas code analysis 
takes time and declassification takes even longer.

Limitations 

Our findings are based on maximum payouts, whereas real payouts are negotiated and likely 
much lower. Thus, our data over-inflates the demand and supply of exploits. Zerodium’s pub-
lishing of disclosures likely serves the commercial interest of generating publicity, and so Ze-
rodium's prices may fundamentally differ from those of other brokers. For example, Meakins[30] 
showed that brokers who operate in Russia quote far lower prices. Beyond limitations in the 
data, our modelling was crude and requires further refinement.

FUTURE OF OFFENSIVE CYBER
Exploit prices quoted by brokers provides insights into offensive cyber operations. We dis-

covered that:

1) Exploits of iOS and windows are the most expensive for mobile and desktop respectively 
with mobile exploits higher on average.

2) Exploits of messengers and browsers are more expensive than those of web servers and 
anti-viruses.

3) Exploits requiring local access are comparably inexpensive.

We also observed a general trend towards exploits becoming more expensive over time. So, 
what does this mean for the future of offensive cyber operations? The rest of this section spec-
ulates on three aspects of this question. 

Could offensive cyber operations be constrained by exploit markets? 

Continued exploit price inflation represents an increasing economic constraint on offensive 
cyber operations. Scholars of security economics have long argued that increasing the cost to 
attackers is viable route forward given that perfect security is not achievable.[55,56] The resulting 

Figure 7: Comparing the average prices of different kinds of exploits, from 2015 until present.
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barrier to entry provides a hard ex-ante limit on offensive cyber operations, whereas cyber 
deterrence imposes ex-post disincentives that rely on victims detecting, attributing, and autho-
rizing a response to offensive cyber operations, each of which is uncertain. 

Such constraints vary according to the targeted system and the capabilities of the offensive 
actor as our regressions show. The future implications are unclear, but it is clear that no-click, 
remote access exploits are inflating fastest (see Figure 7). As a result, exploits requiring local 
access are relative bargains. One could speculate that cyber operations targeting domestic ac-
tors are becoming relatively more cost-effective because capabilities like physical access to the 
targeted device are more realistic for domestic actors. Note this also assumes offensive actors 
are rational, which may not always be the case.

Could offensive cyber operations be constrained by vulnerability researchers? 

First, exploit brokers offer incentives for individuals to leave government agencies, although 
admittedly higher private-sector salaries are nothing new. These incentives are relatively higher 
for more talented researchers thus creating staffing problems. This could motivate export controls 
and other legal limitations on the sale of zero-days.[11] Perhaps more interestingly, researchers are 
paid based on how long the zero-day remains un-patched (see Section 3). Could researchers exert 
pressure against wanton use of the exploit that increases the likelihood of detection and hence a 
patch that disrupts the payment plan? This turns on how much market power researchers have.

The number of independent active sellers (between 400[31] and 1500[35] individuals) relative 
to buyers (a small number of states conducting OCO) suggest the power is limited. Further, 
looking at Zerodium's total payouts, $50 million for exploits since their founding in 2015,[35] 
suggests an annual pay of $5.5k - 20.8k per researcher. Such estimates should be interpreted in 
light of researchers having multiple income streams (e.g., multiple brokers, bug bounties, and 
other security work) and the reality that superstar effects mean a minority collect the majority 
of payments.[13] 

How do exploit markets interact with cyber norms?  

Another cost incurred by offensive operations is reputation damage, such as that mediated 
by norms of responsible state behavior.[6] Norms constrain what can be publicly advertised as 
brokers seek to avoid scandal. Market actors selling offensive cyber appear to have created 
outrage among journalists who focus on their use by repressive regimes.[10,57] Broker's demon-
strate their understanding of such reputation risk by establishing “due diligence and vetting 
process”[15], although we have no further details on what exactly this entails.

Alternatively, one could imagine how brokers quoting a price for a given exploit could legiti-
mize using such exploits, acting as private norm entrepreneurs in doing so.[7,58] It could be that 
these brokers are normalizing the use of exploits for espionage, given that exploits specifically 
targeting communications (e.g., messaging and email) are among the most common and also 
have a higher average price. Looking forward, this motivates ongoing analysis of brokers' of-
ferings to understand which systems it is “normal” to target with offensive cyber operation.  
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APPENDIX
Price ($) 1 2 3 4 5
period 234***

-25
android 249,135*** -143,682*** -97,025***

-63,895 -49,100 -35,647
bsd -6,651 -279,139** -232,700**

-161,136 -111,202 -106,807
ios 351,662*** -103,540** -54,922

-63,657 -49,655 -35,924
linux 62,229 -191,314*** -142,278***

-64,342 -45,433 -32,991
mac 40,448 -192,090*** -149,388***

-78,372 -58,031 -49,898
windows 110,775* -122,970*** -77,292**

-63,218 -45,033 -33,211
windows phone 67,613 -999,072*** -981,444***

-151,481 -110,890 -111,026
BrowserTrue -12,468 17,671 18,295

-30,267 -22,740 -22,907
EmailTrue 2,950 52,126* 53,673*

-35,382 -27,060 -27,361
MessengersTrue 426,659*** 365,398*** 364,179***

-34,564 -29,869 -30,189
Web.ServerTrue -60,188* 19,193 20,056

-34,370 -28,114 -28,429
antivirusTrue -112,511 -113,953** -110,883**

-74,923 -53,849 -54,361
Local.Privilege.EscalationTrue 192,633*** 92,681*** 96,774***

-20,138 -20,328 -20,257
Mitigation.BypassTrue 197,569 94,563 97,809

-124,779 -99,817 -100,937
Remote.Code.ExecutionTrue 139,874*** 60,792*** 65,631***

-21,465 -20,594 -20,737
Requires.Local.AccessTrue -112,396** -76,307** -68,726*

-43,641 -35,798 -36,147
Full.Chain.with.PersistenceTrue 1,015,542*** 1,153,635*** 1,139,252***

-55,464 -51,477 -49,843
Constant 21,510 63,916 -168,446*** -65,440* -91,838***

-43,185 -41,380 -39,452 -33,971 -26,148
Observations    543 543 543 543 543
R2    0.241 0.325 0.494 0.689 0.679
Adjusted R2    0.223 0.311 0.483 0.675 0.668
Note:   *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Table 3: Equivalent linear regressions with log-transformed price ($) as the dependent variable. 
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